
 

NEVER-ENDING QUEST

Thejourney of
church tech and

AV integrator

Tony H ill.
by M. Erik Matlock

first met Tony Hill while work-

m ing with Chuck Colson's Prison
Fellowship in the late 19905.

Not a typical "sound guy," he displayed a

passion for the craft that seemed to fall
second only to his passion for people. A

minister in every sense of the word, with

technical prowess to match.

Now the owner of AV systems firm

Bars 2 Hear Audio in Indianapolis, he's

never been content with his skill level,

possessing a desire to continuously

improve and move forward that's enabled
him to branch out far beyond mixing

Sunday morning worship services.

Originally, Hill entered the production
world from the other side of the fence as

a musician. From his high school march-

ing and concert bands to years as a sax

player, he developed his ears, always in
search of better sound, within a bigger

picture of a pursuit for quality in every
endeavor.

MERGING INTERESTS

In the 1970s, Hill turned to recording

as the next step in his development,

purchasing an open reel 8-track tape
recorder. 'I went around offering to

record bands for free,” he notes. “I

wanted to be better at it and used them

for practice. They couldn't really com-

plain about the quality since I wasn't
charging them. It gave me an oppor-
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tunity to practice and sometimes they

got something good for free in return."

A bit later, his ministerial passions

merged with his technical passions to

serve within a local church. Like many

other church techs who've found their

place and calling, he began helping other
ministries improve their events and ser~

vices. And in that process of giving, he

received even more in return.

“I was volunteering for the Billy Gra-

ham crusade in 1999, helping with the

production team for the youth service,"
he explains. "It was there I met Bill

Thrasher, the reverend’s long—time front

of house engineer. We became friends,

and he became a mentor to me. To this

day, I can call up Bill and pick his brain
whenever I need some direction."

The affiliation with the Graham cru-

sade led Hill to Colson's Prison Fellow-

ship, with Capital AV of Washington

Tony Hill at an Indianapolis church outfitted
with a Behrlnger X32 console

 

D.C. managing the production for PF's

Starting Line program, taking bands,

singers, ministers. comedians and
reformed cit-offenders inside the walls

to encourage the inmates. Capital AV

recruited sound techs from across the

country for these events, with Hill prov-

ing a natural fit in that role.
“I had kept my day job (serving as a

postal worker) and was working with
PF on the weekends," he says. "By mid-

2000, there was just too much going on

and I had to make a choice. I told mywife

I felt like I should leave the post office

and go full-time with PP. She not only

agreed, she told me that she felt like God
told her that was coming a year earlier.

So I made the change.”
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PROFILE

A NEW DOOR OPENS

Hill and I were working together in Sep—

tember 2001, partnering with the Gra—

ham organization for a crusade running

parallel with PF throughout California

during the same week. But on September
11, everything changed.

As a result, our October dates were

cancelled about a week before we were

supposed to fly out. It was a hard season
for all of us. The shock of everything

that happened during that time basically

put everyone's plans on hold and left

everyone feeling uncertain as to what

would happen next.

For Hill, it was especially devastating,

having just given up his previous source
of income to jump into production work

full-time. However, not long after, he

was contacted by pastor Ed Barnes of

Spirit of Life Church in Indianapolis,
who had a unique proposition.

"Basically, this pastor calls out of the
blue and wants me to put together his new

systems," Hill says, chuckling. “They had

a small church and were building a larger

one. We’d met before, but hadn't talked

for about a year, and here he was on the

phone, saying they were about to break

ground and asking me to do all of the AV.”
That opportunity not only locked in

five years of consistent work, it enabled

him to set things in motion that would

eventually lead to opening a business
of his own in the form of Ears2I-lear

Audio, based just outside of Indianap—

olis in Westfield, IN. And it also pro-

vided a platform to develop his skills in

other areas, including acoustics, where

he now holds a patent for a panel of his

own design.

"Pastor Barnes and the church not only

paid for the equipment and installation,

they paid me for the design time and even

helped me get the patent for the custom
acoustic panel design," Hill adds. “This

is a church that really believes in being a

Hill at Lucas Oil Stadium in Indianapolis,

where he's been Involved in Iii/systems work.

 

blessing by blessing others. lbs relation-
ship enabled me to build up my business

by gaining additional training in sound
and acoustics, in addition to working with

their video systems.”

WHAT'S HAPPENING NOW

To this day, the passion for a higher

standard continues to push him farther

into system design for churches needing

the ability to grow. He offers some spe-
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cific thoughts on the state of the house

of worship market and the current tech-

nologies he views as game-changers.
“Die digital console has transformed

everything,” Hill begins. “We don't need
tons of gear and miles of copper wire to

have a great system anymore. I can set up

a system with only a Cat-5/Cat-6 cable

and a small digital console that can do

it all. All of the processing needed for

most church sound systems is supplied in

something as basic as a Behringer X32.”
The latest wave of digital consoles

also offers the opportunity for increased

flexibility for growth and expansion,
as well as improved performance with

tighter budgets, he adds, pointing to
in-ear monitoring. mobile device sup-

port, remote mixing, fully networked

systems, and more. These advancements

are, and will continue, enabling the local

church to streamline processes, empower

production abilities, and ultimately save

money over the long run.

“With digital systems, I'm able to set

up everything up and fine-tune it to the

exact needs of a specific church," he says.

'If there's an issue or an ‘overly helpful

volunteer' changing parameters, it can

usually be fixed very quickly. In fact,
most of the systems we're installing

give us the ability to log in remotely and
make changes as needed. That's a quick

way to be a hero on a Sunday morning.

It also saves time and money for simple

changes without having to charge for a
service call."

STAYING HINDI-'Ul

Continuing our conversation, I asked Hill
what he sees as the primary issue most

churches face as a result of this techno-

logical development. “They're hurting
themselves by not bringing in qualified

technicians early in the process,” he

responds. “Just because there's a member
of the congregation who knows some—

thing about sound doesn't make them

qualiEed to design or install a system.
'Most volunteers aren't prepared

to face the code and legal challenges if

there's ever a problem,’ he continues.
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“Further, many churches don’t under-

stand the long—term commitment of

investing in system. It may be cheaper
to do it yourself now, but what about a

year from now?’

lust because there's

a member of the

con r ation who knows

something about sound
doesn't make them

qualified to design or
install a system.

The changes have also altered the

dynamic of tech staff and operators, he
adds: “Digital consoles are computers. It's

that simple. I find that the younger folks,

the ones who have grown up with cell

phones and computers, are much easier

to train on new systems. But the older

folks tend to have a better ear for mixing

and a stronger work ethic. It’s good to

have both sides involved, as long as they

remain aware that they need to perform

as a team and work together."

It's just one insight in many that have

been a long time in the making for Tony

Hill, who after more than 40 years of

work with audio, systems and music,

remains on a neverending quest to

embrace technological changes and learn

ever more. It's a quest many involved

with church tech and production share,

an unhinching pursuit of excellence.

Senior editor M. Erik unlock has worked

in professional audio for more than 20 years

in live, install, and recording, including

time as a church tech and media director.

Find out more about EarsZHear Audio at

www.e2haudio.com.
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